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Mobility Program   SEMP (Erasmus inside Europe)             PARTNERSHIP (outside Europe) 

Home university  China University of Political Science and Law 

Semester (Fall term 16 or spring term 17 or both?)  Spring term 17 

Field of study   Main subject?      Law                                        Study level?    Bachelor    Master 
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General impression  
Please describe your stay in 4-5 
sentences 

It was truly awesome to study in Unilu. Teachers and student mentors are super 
helpful and kind. The Unilu is also so generous, providing us with so many meals and 
organizing many interesting activities, like visiting the museums. I love Unilu and 
Luzern so much and really appreciate the chance to be here. 

Entry/ arrival in Switzerland 
Immigration formalities, visa  

Have to say that the period of getting the visa is a bit long. But the staff members are 
quite nice. 

Searching for rooms/ accommo-
dation   
Experiences and useful addresses    

Our school arranged the accommodation for us and it is a beautiful place. 

Public transportation  
Train, bus, accessibility of university 
buildings 

Public transportation is really convenient. I usually walk to the university and back 
home, which only takes 20 minutes one-way. 

Prearrangements   
Registration for courses, language 
tests, academic records 

The student advisor can always help us deal with our problems concerning these, so 
there is no trouble at all. 

Information on the university 
Location, size, infrastructure 

Our uni is just located close to the train station and the city center. Unilu is not big but 
delicate and has everything. It is newly built and in a cool modern style. 

German course at the University 
”German Short Course“ visited? 
Content of course, use? 

I learn some simple but useful phrase in the German course, like how to greet people. 
And I met new friends during the course and it was so much fun! 

Studying at the university  
Content of lectures, credits,  
assessments 

I took one guest course and the Swiss Law course. They are interesting and the 
professors are so kind and friendly. I like to discuss with them during the class break, 
which is pretty nice. 

Assistance at the university  
Mobility Coordinator, International 
Relations Office, student advisors, 
mentors, contact with other students  

They are all truly nice people! I chatted with them a lot and even become friends with 
one of the student mentors. I am so touched by how they help me in that patient and 
generous way. 

Budgeting 
Living costs, study material,  
money transfer  

Living cost in Switzerland is definitely not low. But cooking yourself can help you save 
some money. 

Living/ leisure 
Meeting places, sports, culture   

I travelled a lot inside Switzerland and I would recommend Lugano, Geneva, Interla-
ken and of course Luzern! I regret that I did not make use of the resource of sports in 
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 Unilu so I encourage students to participate and have fun! 

Comparison  
What is better/ worse at the Univer-
sity of Lucerne as compared to your 
home university? 

Better, due to the number of students here is quite small, the teachers and student 
advisors can also provide help for students in a patient way, by which I feel so moved. 
The activities of campus sports are colorful and the forms of courses are various. I 
truly like the Swiss law, which is fun and interesting with so many day trips. 

Reasons  
Why did you choose to complete an 
exchange semester at the University 
of Lucerne?    

It is located in a beautiful city and I heard that my friends also had a good time here. 

Duration  
Looking back, was the duration of 
your stay here: 

  too short                                too long                                just right         
 

 
 


